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Abstract 

Vehicle waiting time or stopped delay is one of the major disadvantages of employing signalized intersections (SIs) 

in road networks. The waiting time delays occur when vehicles stop in the queue, waiting to access the SI, and 

vary from road lane to road lane with the intersection management (IM) protocol used. In this research line, we 

propose an analytical expression for estimating the waiting time delays and studying the performance of different 

IM approaches in a grid network of independent intersections. We consider complex intersections with four legs 

and two lanes with two left-lane configurations, as well as five state-of-the-art IM approaches: two conventional -- 
Round-Robin (RR) and Trivial Traffic Light Control (TTLC); two adaptive -- Max-pressure Control Algorithm (MCA) and 

Websters Traffic Light Control (WTLC); and one reactive -- Synchronous Intersection Management Protocol (SIMP). 
The waiting time performance of these five IM approaches is compared using two simulation scenarios in the 

SUMO simulation framework. The simulation results validate the analytical study and show the advantages of 
employing SIMP, being the IM approach with the lowest waiting time delays. 
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Abstract

Vehicle waiting time or stopped delay is one of the major disadvantages of employing signalized intersections (SIs) in road net-

works. The waiting time delays occur when vehicles stop in the queue, waiting to access the SI, and vary from road lane to road

lane with the intersection management (IM) protocol used. In this research line, we propose an analytical expression for estimating

the waiting time delays and studying the performance of different IM approaches in a grid network of independent intersections.

We consider complex intersections with four legs and two lanes with two left-lane configurations, as well as five state-of-the-art

IM approaches: two conventional – Round-Robin (RR) and Trivial Traffic Light Control (TTLC); two adaptive – Max-pressure

Control Algorithm (MCA) and Websters Traffic Light Control (WTLC); and one reactive – Synchronous Intersection Management

Protocol (SIMP). The waiting time performance of these five IM approaches is compared using two simulation scenarios in the

SUMO simulation framework. The simulation results validate the analytical study and show the advantages of employing SIMP,

being the IM approach with the lowest waiting time delays.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Over the years, private vehicles have been the growing means of transportation in urban areas, leading to conges-

tion, particularly at signalized intersections (SIs). Numerous intersection management (IM) approaches were designed

to manage SIs and mitigate traffic congestion [8]. IM approaches can be classified based on their working nature from

conventional, which operates with a fixed cycle [1, 2], to intelligent, which adapts cycle times based on inflow traffic

properties [3, 4], cooperative, that coordinates to improve a global metric [5], and reactive, that use fine-grain cycles

for quick reaction to actual traffic [6, 7]. The effectiveness of the IM approaches can be measured by travel time, speed,

delays, queue length, number of stops, density, and travel-time variance [9]. According to Olszewski [10], vehicles

stop delay (or waiting time delay) is one of the most common performance metrics of SIs, as it indicates the disrup-

tion caused by the IM operations and the traffic congestion. Moreover, the work of [11] established the relationship
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between perceived waiting time (user’s knowledge about the waiting time) and the level of service of SIs, while [13]

compared the user perceived and virtually surveyed waiting time values through driving simulation.

In this work, we also study the waiting time performance of IM approaches, focusing on a network of indepen-

dent SIs, i.e., intersections operate independently without any cooperation or coordination among them. Each SI is

complex, with four legs and two lanes. The right lane serves traffic turning right and going straight while the left

lane has two configurations: dedicated - serves traffic turning left, or shared - serves traffic turning left and going

straight [15]. We use five state-of-the-art IM approaches for managing the intersections. Among the five, two are con-

ventional (Round-Robin - RR and Trivial Traffic Light Control - TTLC [1]), two are adaptive (Max-pressure Control

Algorithm - MCA [3] and Websters Traffic Light Control - WTLC [4]), and one is reactive (Synchronous Intersection

Management Protocol - SIMP [7]).

Firstly, we present an analytical model for estimating the maximum waiting time delays in a small grid network

with 2 × 2 SIs using road lane capacity, traffic flow information, and IM-specific parameters, such as queue length,

green phase time, traffic light control (TLC) cycle length, and the maximum number of vehicles that can be served in

a green phase. This analysis can be applied to different road networks with small adaptations, but its generalization

to arbitrary networks of SIs is left for future work. Secondly, we validate the analytical results with simulated exper-

imental scenarios using the SUMO simulation framework [16]. The results show the dominance of SIMP against its

counterparts in the tested scenarios exhibiting the lowest waiting time values and the smallest difference between the

analytical and observed results.

2. Related Work

Numerous IM approaches can be found in the literature for traffic management, congestion mitigation, and de-

lay minimization, some specifically aiming at traffic with Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) only, others being agnostic to

the specific features of AVs and aiming at mixed traffic with AVs and Human-driven Vehicles (HVs). For instance,

conventional approaches (RR and TTLC [1]) are introduced to simply manage the traffic and avoid collisions at indi-

vidual intersections. They operate for a fixed green phase time switching between lanes cyclically. Boon and Van [2]

presented an algorithmic methodology for decomposing a network of intersections and managing each intersection

with fixed cycles. On the contrary, MCA operates for a fixed minimum green phase time acyclically and adapts the

green phase length dynamically depending on traffic flow movement [3]. Other approaches, like WTLC, adapt their

green phase time between the minimum and maximum TLC cycle lengths using the traffic flow data [4]. In other

cases [5], the cycles of the intersections are synchronized and the green phases shift as necessary so that the vehicles

from different lanes cross the intersection alternatively without stopping. Differently, SIMP protocol synchronizes the

vehicles movements in very short cycles, corresponding to one vehicle crossing at a time from each non-conflicting

road lane [6, 7]. The work in [8] discusses IM approaches from a multi-dimensional perspective, including road net-

work type, priority, and supporting strategy, with objectives (delays, throughput, etc.) and constraints (cycle length,

green time, etc.). Most of these approaches use simulation-based waiting time delays.

A few research works, only, explicitly studied waiting time delays at SIs. For instance, Olszewski [10] presented

an extensive theoretical analysis in which the relation between the overall and stopped delays is drawn respecting

the arrival of platoons. Wu et al. [13] presented the perceived waiting time using the virtual experience survey at an

arterial with three SIs. Othayoth and Rao [11] focused on establishing the relationship between perceived waiting

time and service levels respecting the SIs of India. They suggested the achieved thresholds to the Indian version of the

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) [12].

Overall, waiting time delays at SIs are observed through simulation studies or surveys. Differently, we employ

the IM-specific parameters, along with the road capacity and traffic inflow information, for modeling the analytical

expression of maximum waiting time delays and then comparing the analytical against the simulation results.

3. Road Network Architecture

Figure 1a illustrates the road network with a grid of M × M (with M = 2) intersections spanning over a squared

area of D×D. The distance between neighboring intersections is given by l = D
M+1

. Four cardinal directions (n, e, s,w)

indicate four sides of the grid network. Each side of the grid connects the external road system through M roads to M

intersections. In our case (M = 2), the grid north side connects n1 and n2 roads with I0 and I1 intersections. Similarly,

the set of intersections and outer roads of the grid network are I = {I0, I1, I2, I3} and O = {w2, n1, n2, e1, e2, s1, s2,w1},
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respectively. All intersections are equipped with an IM unit for implementing the IM protocols and associated control

signals for managing traffic inflows (Fig. 1a).

(a) Network of 2 × 2 intersections. (b) Dedicated left-lane intersection. (c) Shared left-lane intersection.

Fig. 1: Network of intersections and intersection crossing configurations and their conflicts (crossing, diverging, and merging).

The grid network represents a symmetric directed graph in which the directed edges (road lanes) appear twice, one

in each direction from vertices (intersections). Also, each road is associated with a degree denoting the number of

lanes in either inflow or outflow directions. In our case, we have an edge degree of two (Fig. 1b and 1c).

Figures 1b and 1c depict two typical intersection crossing configurations (dedicated and shared left lanes) of a

four-way two-lane road intersection along with the possible conflicts (crossing, diverging, and merging) [15]. Cross-

ing conflicts occur when the vehicles of all inflow lanes want to cross the same intersection location (black dots).

We employ these crossing configurations for designing the most suitable TLC phases, which will be used by the IM

approaches based on their logic to permit vehicles into the intersection. The diverging conflicts occur when the con-

secutive vehicles of a single road lane turn to different lanes (half-grey dots). Finally, merging conflicts occur when

vehicles from different lanes want to access the same outflow lane (uncolored dots). When we compare the total num-

ber of conflicts, the shared left lane intersection has more than that of the dedicated left lane intersection, making the

shared left lane more complex to manage than the dedicated left lane configuration.

In Figures 1b and 1c, the 90◦ angled road lanes (Ri j for i = 1, ..., 8 and j = 1, 2) are indexed with odd (inflow) and

even (outflow) numbers. Here, for i = 1, j = 1 indicates the outermost lane that accommodates straight/right (S/R)

crossing traffic and j = 2 indicates the centermost lane that accommodates left (L) or left/straight (L/S) crossing traffic.

For the sake of simplicity, we use L for both dedicated and shared left-crossing lanes unless otherwise specified. In

Figures 1b and 1c, the virtually formed road cells represent the space taken by one vehicle and the safety distance to

the following one. We define the road capacity C(Ri j) for any inflow road lane Ri j as the maximum number of vehicles

that can be accommodated in the road length. For example, considering a road length of 500m, a vehicle length of

5m and a safety distance of 5m, we obtain C = 50 vehicles. Each road is equipped with road and camera sensors and

roadside units (RSUs) for providing appropriate inputs to the intelligent and adaptive IM approaches.

4. Comparing Traffic Light Control Algorithms

Here we introduce the five IM approaches under consideration, i.e., RR, TTLC, MCA, WTLC and SIMP. For

fairness, we permit vehicles from non-conflicting right crossing lanes to access the intersections for all IM approaches.

Also note that in all protocols but SIMP, a short yellow phase of 4s always follows green phases.

Round-Robin (RR) IM, also called Uniform TLC, works in cycles with equally allocated fixed green phase time

to all road lanes. RR is cyclic and the green phases rotate through all roads (we consider a clockwise rotation n − e −

s − w − n). Thus, the total cycle length is fixed.

Trivial Traffic Light Control (TTLC) also operates in cycles using fixed green phases leading to a fixed cycle

length [1]. Conversely to RR, TTLC permits vehicles from opposite road lanes, i.e., n− s or e−w. The cycle comprises

four phases, n − s S/R lanes, n − s L lanes, e − w S/R lanes and finally, e − w L lanes.

Max-pressure Control Algorithm (MCA) is an adaptive acyclic approach with a fixed minimum green phase

time [3]. The green phase time adaptation depends on the traffic flow movement, and the lane with the highest move-

ment gets a more prolonged green phase, while the other lanes are blocked with red signals. Like RR, MCA also

permits vehicles from one road at a time (green phase).
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Websters Traffic Light Control (WTLC) is another adaptive IM approach, using fixed minimum and maximum

cycle times [4]. The green phase time adapts based on the traffic flow data obtained by road sensors and the user-

specified time interval to adapt. Low time intervals may cause oscillation between consecutive cycles. Like RR,

WTLC permits vehicles from a single inflow road at a time and rotates the green phases clockwise.

Synchronous Intersection Management Protocol (SIMP) [6, 7] uses road and camera sensors to detect vehicles

at the entrance of the intersection and their desired crossing directions. Other sensors detect vehicles exiting the inter-

section. This information is also obtained by V2I communication if the vehicles support it for improved robustness.

With this information, SIMP serves one vehicle from each lane in sequence but allows one vehicle simultaneously

from all other non-conflicting lanes. The next lane is served when all vehicles admitted when serving the previous lane

exit the intersection. This synchronizes the access to the intersection from all lanes, vehicle by vehicle. A conflicting

directions matrix (CDM) is used to decide which vehicles at the intersection entrance are allowed to enter together

with the vehicle in the current lane in the cycle. The CDM is designed based on the crossing conflicts shown in Fig-

ures 1b and 1c and covers all possible crossing conflicts for vehicles safe passage. Therefore, SIMP is reactive in the

sense that a lane is only served if it has a vehicle ready to enter the intersection, or else the next lane is immediately

checked. Thus, SIMP is the IM with the shortest cycle length for serving one vehicle from each road lane.

Table 1 summarizes the properties and configurations of these IM approaches employed in this paper, including

the green and yellow time per crossing lane (S/R and L), the number of vehicles served during the green phase, and

the total cycle time. Note that the MCA is acyclic in nature but, for simplicity, we also present a cycle time, marked

with ∗ in Table 1, since the minimum green phase time is known.

Table 1: Summary of the IM approaches under comparison.
IM Road Infrastructure Type S/R - φg (s) Yellow (s) DIMi1

(Veh) L - φg (s) Yellow (s) DIMi2
(Veh) TLC cycle time (s)

RR No Fixed 30 4 12 30 4 12 136

TTLC No Fixed 30 4 12 15 4 6 106

MCA Yes Adaptive Min-30 4 12 Min-30 4 12 136*

WTLC Yes Adaptive [30 41] 4 [12 16] [30 41] 4 [12 16] [136 180]

SIMP Yes Reactive 2.5 0 1 3 0 1 11

5. Waiting Time at Signalized Intersections

Here we analyze the specific case of the 2×2 grid network of SIs (Fig. 1a). We focus on the external lanes only, i.e.,

those receiving traffic from outside the grid or output traffic from the grid. Since our target is to compare different IM

approaches used in the SIs, we will keep the traffic balanced on all edges (lanes connecting SIs) to avoid bias caused

by specific traffic patterns. We achieve this by fixing the routes for all possible destinations reachable from one SI.

For example, the routes of w2 and n1 from I0 are presented in Fig. 2 (dedicated left lane configurations). We rotate the

same route patterns and apply them to the traffic arriving at all four SIs. Moreover, for each inflow lane, we generate

the destinations randomly and uniformly among all seven possibilities.

Figure 3a presents the distance traveled by a vehicle crossing an arbitrary intersection I considering its maximum

targeting speed (S max), free flow speed (S F), and the running speed (S R). The figure also shows the three major delays

that the vehicle suffers, namely the waiting time delay (WD), control delay (CD), and travel delay (T D). Travel delay

is the difference between the target time and the actual time taken via the intersection. On the other hand, control delay

is attributed to the IM operations at SIs and is part of the travel delay.

The waiting time delay, also called the stopped delay, occurs when a vehicle stops at the intersection entrance due

to red signals (empty roads) or waiting in the queue (non-empty roads) to access the intersection. In Fig. 3a, this

waiting time delay is shown in red color between t2 (after deceleration) and t3 (before acceleration); thus, the waiting

time delay suffered by vehicle x at intersection I is WDI(x) = t3− t2. To characterize the intersection I, we compute the

maximum waiting time delay over all vehicles that cross it (WDI = maxx(WDI(x))). We can also define the maximum

waiting time delay along a specific route of intersections I as WDI =
∑

∀I∈IWDI . Fig. 2 shows the routes of the

dedicated left lane starting from inflow lanes w2 and n1 at intersection I0. For the n1 case, In1
may include IR

0
(turning

right at I0), IL
0

and I
L,S

1
(turning left at I0 and then left or straight at I1), IS

0
and I

R,S

3
, or finally IL

0
, IR

1
and I

L,S

2
. The

corresponding maximum waiting time delay is given by Eq. 1.

As an illustration, when the vehicles arrive during the green phase (φg), they access the intersection without stop-

ping. However, when they arrive during the end of the green phase or the beginning of the red phase (including the

yellow phase), they must stop n TLC cycles from accessing the intersection.
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Fig. 2: Routes from w2 and n1 (I0) to all reachable

destinations (dedicated left-lanes).

WDIn1
=







































WDIR
0
, if In1

= {I0}

WDIL
0
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1
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(1)

The n TLC cycles depends on the maximum queue length (Qmax) and the number of vehicles (DIMi j
) that the IM

approach serves per road lane i j during the green phase. In practice, the maximum waiting delay (WDIMi j
) depends on

the specific inflow lane i j and the IM approach. Henceforth we will use the maximum waiting delay to characterize

each IM approach on each type of lane for the considered intersections. We measure WDIMi j
per road lane i j at

individual intersections by knowing the road capacity C (defined in section 3), traffic flow information, and IM-specific

parameters. We use the Qmax that may build up in road lane i j (note that Qmax f C). The IM-specific parameters are

the total (minimum or maximum) TLC cycle time (TΦIM
), the minimum/maximum allocated green phase time (φg),

and the maximum number of vehicles that the IM approach discharges during the green phase from each road lane i j

(DIMi j
). Equation 2 estimates the maximum waiting time delay at individual intersections.

WDIMi j
=



















TΦIM
− φg, if Qmax f DIMi j

;

(n − 1) × TΦIM
+ (TΦIM

− φg), if DIMi j
< Qmax f nDIMi j

, where n =

⌈

Qmax

DIMi j

⌉

.
(2)

(a) Delays at signalized intersection I.
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Fig. 3: Various types of delays at each SI and waiting time delay (s) for various IM approaches with C = 50 on S/R- and L- lanes.

Fig. 3b and 3c present the maximum waiting time delays (s) of S/R ( j = 1) and L ( j = 2) lanes at a single

intersection as a function of the maximum queue length, using Eq. 2. Index i refers to the two inflow lanes at each

intersection (for I0, we consider i = n1 and w2). We consider road lanes full capacity C = 50 (described in the

following section) and the IM-specific parameters presented in Table 1. The results of Eq. 2 can then be used in Eq. 1

to compute the maximum waiting time delay for each concrete route. The step size in the traces in Figs. 3c and 3b

depend on the number of vehicles that the IM approach serves during the green phase from each road lane, i.e., the

higher green phase time leads to a bigger step size. From the graphs, it is clear that the lowest waiting time values are

obtained with the SIMP protocol in both L and S/R lanes, and we represent it with a linear behavior because of its very

short cycle time. Thus, the last (i.e., 50th) vehicle in the queue experiences maximum waiting delays. Conversely, for

the other approaches, the first vehicle in every cycle undergoes maximum waiting delays as the following vehicles

join the queue later. Among all IMs but SIMP, none dominates the other ones for the full range of possible Qmax.

However, for Qmax ⩾ 18 vehicles, TTLC exhibits lower maximum waiting delays than the others in the S/R lanes,

while it presents higher maximum waiting delays in the L lanes due to offering a lower service time. Note that the

acyclic nature of MCA will adapt the green phase time dynamically based on the traffic flow movements. Thus, in

Figs. 3c and 3b, we represent the worst-case behavior of this IM approach. For WTLC, we explicitly represent the

service with the minimum and maximum cycle times. Finally, the value of Qmax depends on the interaction between

the IM approach and the arrival pattern in each lane. The two possible ways of finding the Qmax are either measuring

directly using road infrastructures or the distribution of traffic arrival patterns. In the analysis, we consider the Qmax

values using the initial method while the work on the latter method is ongoing.
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6. Simulation Settings

We designed two simulation scenarios to compare the waiting delay performance of five state-of-the-art IM ap-

proaches presented in section 4 (RR, TTLC, MCA, WTLC and SIMP). In scenario-1, all intersections are configured

with dedicated left lanes while Scenario-2 uses only shared left lanes. Note the IM approaches operate at individual

SIs without coordination and cooperation. In both scenarios, the random injection of traffic on all external inflow lanes

follows the Poisson distribution. A set of four average traffic arrival rates (0.025, 0.05, 0.067, and 0.1) in veh/s are

used in sequence, each for 1h; thus, the total simulated time is approximately 4h. We simulate a long run until all the

injected vehicles exit the road network. Once the last vehicle of the current arrival rate exits the grid network, then

only the vehicles of the following arrival rate are injected. These rates cover from low to medium and near saturated

traffic conditions. Note that this paper does not consider traffic saturation. The path of the injected vehicles follows

predefined routes by picking them randomly and uniformly, as described in the previous section (Fig. 2).

The simulations were carried out with SUMO (v1.14.1 [16]) running on a computer with Intel Core-i5 8th gen-

eration, 8GB RAM and 64-bit Windows 11 OS. The geographic settings of the grid network are the following, road

lane length of 500m, intersection crossing space between 5m (right) and 20m (left), and the total grid side length of

D = 1540m. Vehicles crossing one intersection travel at most 1020m, two intersections 1540m, and three intersections

2060m. The average vehicle length is 5m, and the average safety distance is 5m, leading to a road lane capacity of

C = 50. SUMO default values are employed for HVs and AVs, such as minimum time headway (1s) and driver im-

perfection (0.5 for HVs and 0 for AVs). We consider the injected traffic to be 50% HVs and 50% AVs. The maximum

speed is 30km/h representing a low-speed urban environment. Other parameters include a maximum acceleration of

2.6m/s2, a maximum deceleration of −4.5m/s2, and an emergency deceleration of −9m/s2.

7. Results

This section presents the waiting time delays of the two scenarios with all vehicles grouped according to the

number of intersections they crossed. We show both analytical (using Eqs. 1 and 2) and SUMO-provided waiting time

results. For crossing a single intersection, our analysis provides a single value (marked with ×). However, for WTLC

and MCA we provide two values (marked with × and ×′). These correspond to the minimum and maximum cycle

times (WTLC) or an under or over-approximation of a cyclic behavior (MCA). When vehicles cross more than one

intersection, Eq. 1 generates multiple results depending on the specific paths taken. We represent the lowest values

obtained (marked with ×) and the highest ones (marked with a black +). For WTLC, we also represent the lowest

value with the minimum cycle time (marked with ×′). Finally, we indicate the IM approaches with extension ∗ − D

and ∗ − S for the dedicated (scenario-1) and shared (scenario-2) left lanes, respectively.

7.1. Scenario 1
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Fig. 4: Waiting Time (s) of scenario-1 for 6980 vehicles crossing one (a), two (b) and three (c) intersections.

Figure 4 shows the waiting time delays of scenario-1 (dedicated left lane intersections). SIMP exhibits the lowest

waiting time values (overall below 135s), dominating all three cases in analytical and simulation results. The observed

(simulation) values are significantly lower, though, showing pessimism in the analysis, which decreases for longer

paths. The difference between analytical and maximum observed values for three intersections is below 20s. The

same pattern of higher pessimism of the analysis for single intersection paths, reducing for longer paths, is visible in

all IM approaches. Due to its adaptive behavior, MCA shows a larger spreading of values in simulation with a single

intersection (Fig. 4a). This case also shows that the analysis can be optimistic when under-approximating the cyclic

behavior. The analysis always provided upper bounds for the observed waiting times for all other IMs.
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Concerning the observed (simulation) results, SIMP stands out with significantly lower values and dispersion. The

median value of SIMP in a single intersection (Fig. 4a) is 0s, followed by WTLC with 4s. When the vehicles cross two

intersections (Fig. 4b), the median value of SIMP is 5s, followed by TTLC with 52s (more than 10 times the median

of SIMP). Crossing three intersections (Fig. 4c), SIMP median is 6s, while the following best approaches are TTLC

and MCA with 77s (∼ 13 times more than that of SIMP). In all three cases, the worst-performing approaches are RR

with 8.5s when crossing a single intersection and WTLC with 100s and 109s in the other two cases, respectively.

7.2. Scenario 2

SIMP-S RR-S TTLC-S MCA-S WTLC-S
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(a) Waiting Time (s) of 1039 vehicles.
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(b) Waiting Time (s) of 3993 vehicles.
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(c) Waiting Time (s) of 1948 vehicles.

Fig. 5: Waiting Time (s) of scenario-2 for 6980 vehicles crossing one (a), two (b) and three (c) intersections.

Fig. 5 shows the waiting time delays of scenario-2, i.e., when the intersections use shared left lanes. As the left lane

is shared by the straight and left crossing vehicles, the queue lengths and associated waiting time delays are generally

reduced. The analysis becomes, then, less pessimistic. We also see this pessimism reducing when the paths include

more intersections. The only exception is TTLC. It has specific phases with shorter green time to handle left lanes,

which are served simultaneously from opposite roads. In this case, a straight-crossing vehicle can block a left crossing

one or vice versa. This leads to increased pessimism about the analysis (single intersection) and a higher spread of the

waiting times with two and three intersections.

As in the previous scenario, SIMP is the best-performing approach with the lowest waiting time delays, followed

by RR, WTLC and MCA, with TTLC being the worst due to the aspects just referred.

Concerning the distribution of the simulation results, SIMP is the best-performing approach in all three cases with

median values of 0s (single intersection), 4s (two intersections), and 5s (three intersections), respectively, and very

tight dispersion. The following best approaches are WTLC with 1s median (single intersection) and MCA with 48s

and 51s median with two and three intersections. The worst performing ones are TTLC with 7s, WTLC with 82, and

RR with 98s medians for one, two, and three crossed intersections, respectively.

7.3. Discussions

The lowest waiting time delays of SIMP are due to the lowest control cycle time and the efficiency of using the

CDM that allows synchronous access of one vehicle from each non-conflicting road lane. This aspect allows respecting

the leader-follower driving control without hard braking or complete stops leading to very short (in fact, the shortest)

queue lengths. Moreover, the queues on the left lanes grow more than those on the right lanes. Note the left lanes

serve only one vehicle per cycle, while the S/R lanes serve multiple vehicles due to non-conflicting right crossings.

The results indicate that SIMP maintains its efficiency even when operating in a grid network.

Conversely, the remaining IM approaches admit multiple consecutive vehicles from a single or multiple opposite

lanes for longer green times, thus causing vehicles from other conflicting lanes to stop and wait until their turn. This

behavior generates longer queues and waiting delays on red signals due to longer cycle times. We observed that RR

and WTLC (dedicated left lane) showed longer queues on both external inflow and internal lanes forming the road

network. For the same RR and WTLC (shared left lane), reduced queues are observed on all internal and external lanes

due to the sharing of straight-crossing vehicles among the S/R and L lanes. Differently, both dedicated and shared left

lane intersections of TTLC showed longer queues on particular external inflow lanes (n2, e2, s2, w2), while all other

lanes showed shorter queues. In the case of MCA-D, only the external inflow lanes showed longer queues. In contrast,

the internal lanes interestingly showed the same maximum queue lengths leading to the same waiting time delays.

Reduced queue lengths are observed with the MCA-S, similar to RR-S and WTLC-S.
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For all IM approaches, we compared the observed waiting time delays against the analytical ones, giving a percep-

tion of the pessimism of the analysis. Except for MCA, for which case the analysis is not totally accurate, the obtained

values were always above the ones observed in simulation, validating the worst-case character of the analysis. Curi-

ously, the pessimism was relatively higher for paths with a single intersection than with more intersections.

8. Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we presented an analytical expression for estimating the maximum waiting time delays of vehicles

crossing a set of SIs. We considered a concrete case of a 2 × 2 grid network of complex intersections, each with

four legs and two lanes, with both dedicated and shared left lanes. We compared the performance of this network

when using five state-of-the-art IM approaches applied independently at each intersection, namely RR, TTLC, MCA,

WTLC and SIMP. The comparison included two simulation scenarios, one for dedicated and another one for shared

left lanes. The simulations were carried out in SUMO under varying traffic arrival rates below saturation conditions.

The observed waiting time results validate the analytical values and show the dominance of the SIMP protocol in the

tested scenarios. In future work, we will design and analyze various traffic scenarios with arbitrary road networks and

events in the network, e.g., emergency vehicles, accidents and roadblocks.
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